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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks are composed of small 
sensor nodes deployed at random points in the network which 
need to be charged using batteries after some interval of time like 
laptops, wireless devices, mobile phones etc. Over the years many 
protocols have been developed and proposed by many 
researchers some have worked on the energy efficiency, some on 
power management while others on security and routing .But as 
every network has its own pros and cons , wireless sensor 
networks too have many issues which needs to be addressed with 
some strong remedial solutions like extending the lifetime is one 
of the main challenges nowadays. As the sensor nodes soon get 
drained out of energy after only few rounds of data transmission 
,they need to be constantly charged which option is not always 
every time feasible. As the wireless sensor networks are finding 
many applications these days in various fields it is a dire need to 
propose a protocol which could extend the lifetime of wireless 
sensor networks using multi hop routing. In this paper, a new 
protocol is being proposed which will prolong the network 
lifetime of wireless sensor networks depending on the energy 
contained in them. It shows marked increase in the throughput as 
well as the energy efficiency of the network as the main task of 
data aggregation is not done by the cluster heads rather by the 
helper nodes. The simulation results show that in the 
homogeneous setup , multihop routing done between the sensor 
nodes arranged in various clusters based on concept of residual 
energy as well as data transmission at minimum distance helps to 
extend the network lifetime considerably as compared to 
contemporary protocols such as Assisted Leach protocol. 
 
KEYWORDS:- single hop routing, LEACH, HEED, packet 
size variation, multihop routing, residual energy, Assisted 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wireless Sensor networks are composed of small sensor 
nodes deployed randomly in the network which need 
constant charging and soon get drained out of energy. The 
transmission of data from source to sink node in the 
wireless sensor networks over a prolonged period of time 
has been the main issue of wireless sensor nodes .  One of  
the effective ways that have been devised is to increase the 
number of hops in the network over which the data packets 
would be transmitted and the results are quite astonishing. 
The targets of achieving the desired results is a bit easier in 
homogeneous networks but very difficult in heterogeneous 
networks. 
 

 
 

    Fig 1: Structure of WSN in  LEACH Protocol [1] 

 
The effective way to increase the energy efficiency is to 
reduce the transmission overheads and to choose accurate 
routing technique for data transmission. Mainly there are 
three kinds of routing in wireless sensor networks viz flat, 
hierarchical and location based. Various protocols which 
deal with increasing the energy efficiency of WSN use the 
hierarchical routing in which lower level nodes sense the 
proximity of the target whereas the higher level nodes 
perform the task of sending information sent by the lower 
level nodes to the base station. To tackle the problem of 
energy efficiency of the wireless sensor networks many 
protocols have been developed over the years starting with  
LEACH(Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) 
Protocol [1] followed by HEED[2], A-LEACH[3],C-
LEACH[4],M-LEACH[5] etc. The protocols like HEED, 
multihop LEACH, C LEACH. Apart form these many 
protocols have been developed focusing on routing 
techniques, security , power management aspects of 
wireless sensor networks. Many such have been developed 
to extend the lifetime of network which have considered 
modes at several levels of hierarchy with different level of 
energy contained in them. The second section discusses the 
related work, third section discussed the proposed 
technique, fourth section tells the result analysis and 
discussion finally the fifth and sixth sections describe the 
conclusion and future scope of the proposed technique. 
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II RELATED WORK  
 
The need of the time is to develop more such routing 
protocols so that the network lifetime of the wireless 
sensor networks could be improved and that the network 
could survive for a longer duration. 
 
LEACH protocol is basically a single hop protocol in 
which there is only one level of data transmission from 
source to destination .It works by making clusters of 
various sensor nodes which have their individual cluster 
heads .In this case in every cluster, those nodes are 
considered to be Cluster heads which have more amount of 
energy to transmit data from source to base station in every 
round[1]. For each round different node is chosen as the 
cluster head and the probability that it has not become the 
cluster head in the last 1/p rounds  because the one which 
would have earlier been chosen as the cluster head would 
have expended most of its energy to transmit data from 
source to base station as this process drains out maximum 
energy from the node and thus for the next rounds, it is left 
with very less amount of energy and thus cannot act as 
cluster head as the main condition for any node to become 
cluster head is that it should be that node in the cluster 
which has maximum energy in it. The threshold in 
computed by formula:- 

11 ( mod )( ) {
p

p
p rT n

− ∗
=

  if  n Ɛ G 

                           0                   otherwise       (1)  [1] 
 
Where p is the desired percentage of cluster heads , r is = 
the current round, and G is the set of nodes that have not 
been  cluster heads in the last 1/p rounds 
 
 In case of LEACH protocol the sensor nodes are assumed 
to be scattered throughout the network and that all have 
same amount of initial energies. The clusters are formed by 
the cluster heads which are elected by the base station. The 
distance from the base station to all the sensor nodes is 
calculated depending on RSS[6] .Those nodes which have 
higher values of RSS are elected as cluster head nodes in 
the initial round and then these cluster head nodes 
broadcast “Hello” message to all the surrounding nodes in 
the network so that cluster formation could be done. The 
other sensor nodes which receive these messages calculate 
their distances from those cluster head nodes whichever 
cluster head nodes fall in closest possible or minimum 
distance from these nodes are responded to by  them .The 
nodes which reply back to the cluster head nodes form 
small clusters with their individual cluster heads. After 
cluster formations have been done the sensor nodes are 
allocated set time frame slots in which they transfer data to 
the cluster head nodes and then they go to sleep. Further, 
the cluster head nodes perform the task of data aggregation 
and then finally they transmit the data to the base station in 
a single hop[7]. So no doubt, the speed and accuracy with 

which the data transmission takes place in LEACH 
protocol is unmatched with similar other protocols, but it 
proves ineffective in extending the network lifetime after a 
certain  time. 
 
HEED[2] is also a single hop protocol but it does not 
consider the criteria of minimum distance for the selection 
of cluster heads for each round rather focuses on residual 
energy of all the nodes in the cluster at the end of each 
round. The node with the maximum residual energy in 
every cluster is selected as cluster head for the current 
round. Thus many such single hop routing protocols have 
been developed.  
 
With the passage of time the need of multihop routing was 
felt which was supposed to increase the network lifetime as 
compared to the single hop routing protocols. The basic 
idea was that more would be the number of hops on which 
the data would be carried over before it reaches the base 
station, the more would be the extension of the time for 
which the networks would be active and functional[5]. 
Further, the caution is also to be kept while selecting the 
number of cluster heads nodes in the network as compared 
to the other sensor nodes in the cluster. The ideal value is 5 
% for every 100 nodes in a network at a given time[3]. The 
other important point to be considered that the functions of 
data aggregation and calculation of the minimum distances 
from cluster heads to the base station should be divided 
between the various nodes other than the cluster heads in 
the higher levels of the protocol in the network like the 
helper nodes or gateway nodes so that cluster head nodes 
consume less energy as compared to the normal conditions 
for data transmission and thus are able to survive the 
network for longer duration of time especially in multihop 
routing so that the intended purpose is achieved.[4] 
 
The  concept of the multihop routing was discussed and 
implemented in multihop LEACH protocol[9] .Then 
another multihop routing protocol was proposed which 
gave the concept of introduction of gateway nodes in the 
network at the next level to the cluster head nodes[10] .The 
total number of the gateway nodes was about 10% of the 
total number of sensor nodes in the network  These would 
act as intermediaries for the transmission of data from the 
cluster heads to the base station. They followed a 
constraint that no two gateway nodes would transfer data 
to the gateway at the same time, rather the gateway nodes 
would provide them certain set time slots during which 
they would transmit data to them. At the given instant of 
time in the network if one gateway node is not free for 
transmission of data to the cluster head node, it would not 
waste time waiting for it turn, rather it would check the 
availability of other gateway nodes, which so ever is free, 
it would select it and transfer the data to it for transmission 
to the base station. Thus with increase of one more hop in 
the network, there is considerable extension in the network 
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lifetime as compared to the single hop routing 
protocol.[11] 
 
Yet another protocol named Assisted LEACH[3] focuses 
on  network lifetime goes down when both data 
aggregation and routing are carried out by Cluster Heads 
alone which can be eradicated by usage of Helper Nodes 
for Routing and Cluster Heads for  Data Aggregation. It 
reduced the overhead for route formulation to base station 
by electing next hop at each Helper Node using the 
Received Signal Strength values of beckon signal from 
base station already available at helper nodes during 
Helper Node Selection phase. The concept of Helper 
Nodes in Assisted LEACH (A-LEACH) protocol has 
improved the lifetime of the network by distributing the 
minimized energy dissipation throughout the nodes.  
 
 III  PROPOSED SCHEME 
 
The proposed scheme consists of assumptions , radio 
propagation model, algorithm which are discussed as:  
 
A. Assumptions of  proposed algorithm  
 
1)   It is  assumed  that  N number of  Sensor Nodes are  
      scattered randomly over the network.  
2) These nodes are Mobility and homogeneous in nature   
3)  Base station is far away from the network and  is fixed.  
4)  Every sensor node is capable of communicating with 
     every other sensor node and to the Base Station if   
     needed.  
5) The links are symmetric i.e. two nodes can      
     communicate  with the same power level.  
6) Sensor nodes are deployed densely and randomly in  
     sensor field.  
7) All the nodes of the sensor network are equipped with   
     same amount of energy level in the beginning.  
8)  There is mobility in sensor nodes.  
 
B. Radio Energy Dissipation Model  
 
For the  proposed  protocol, the first order radio model is 
used for energy dissipation in communication [15], where 
radio dissipates Eelec = 50 nano Joule / bit to drive the 
transmitter  and the transmit- amplifier dissipates εelec =100 
pico Joule/ bit/m2. To save energy, when required the  
radio can be turned on or off. Also the radio spends the  
minimum energy required to reach the destination. The 
energy  consumed for data transmission of k bits packet is 
calculated from the Eq. (1).  
     
   E TX (k,d) = E elec * k + ε elec * k*d 2             (2)        [15]   
 
 
 
and to receive this message,  the radio expends energy is  
shown in Eq. (2):  

 
    E Rx (k) = E RX-elec (k)                                 (3)  [15] 
 

 
 
            Fig 2 : Radio Dissipation Model  [15] 
 
C. ALGORITHM 
  
The main goal of the approach is to extend network 
lifetime of the network. For this reason, cluster head 
selection is mainly based on the residual energy of each 
node .The highest energy node that is if the remaining 
battery power is high then that node will become CH and 
the least mobility node will become a CH. Distance of a 
node from the cluster centroid. The BS calculates the 
distance of each node to its cluster centroid. The lesser 
distance node from the BS to itself will have the higher 
probability to become a CH.  
 
1) Initialization Phase  
 
The network initialization phase starts after the sensor 
nodes are randomly distributed in the application area. The 
base station broadcasts a “HELLO” message to all the 
nodes in the network to ensure that the network is alive. 
 
2) Cluster Formation Phase 
 
The  algorithm starts with randomly selects a starting node 
that has not been visited and it retrieves all  neighbor nodes 
which is density reachable from starting node with respect 
to Eps and MinPts. Here Eps is a radius of the cluster and 
MinPts is a minimum nodes required inside the cluster. If 
the number of neighbors is greater than or equal to MinPts 
then the cluster is formed as  Let the distance between two 
sets of nodes S1 and S2 be defined as dist (S1, S2) = min 
{dist (p,q) | P  Ɛ S1, q Ɛ S2} and further the nodes with the 
highest energy are selected as cluster heads by the sensor 
nodes to which “ADVERTISEMENT” message is 
broadcasted by the CH and all the sensor nodes which join 
the cluster reply back with “ACK” message. 
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3) Cluster Head Selection Phase  
 
After the clusters are formed, the Base station should 
decide whether or not the node becomes a cluster head for 
the current round. To find that, the value of energy are 
computed for all the nodes in the network for each round. 
The node which has highest residual energy is elected the 
cluster head for the specific round.  
 
4) Data aggregation Phase: 
 
Once the clusters are created and the CH issues a TDMA 
schedule to all the other sensor nodes in the clusters during 
which they need to transmit data to their Cluster heads.  
 
5) Determination of helper nodes 
 
Base Station constantly observes the residual energy and 
Mobility of the existing CH. If it is below the threshold 
value then it select another CH based on same conditions, 
described earlier. Finally the CH should be checked out the 
routing path. If the routing path residual energy goes below 
the threshold or any node fails, BS selects another path and 
sends the routing path to the respective CH. So, the base 
station calculated the distance of all nodes in the network 
to itself using  RSSI value[16] which is calculated with the 
help of two ray ground model 
 

Pr(d) =  
2 2

 *  *  *  
4  

    *    t t r t rP G G h h
d L              (4)   [16] 

 where  
Pr: Power received at distance d  
Pt: Transmitted signal power  
Gt: Transmitter gain (1.0 for all antennas)  
Gr: Receiver gain (1.0 for all antennas)  
d: Distance from the transmitter  
L: Path loss (1.0 for all antennas)  
ht: Transmitter antenna height (1.5 m for all antennas)  
hr: Receiver antenna height (1.5 m for all antennas)  
 
6) Data Transmission 
 
The data aggregated by all the cluster heads are sent to the 
helper nodes. The helper nodes are those which have 
second highest energy left in them at the end of each 
round. Sometimes there might be a situation when there is 
no such helper node left inside the cluster as it too has been 
drained out of its energy so in that case the cluster head 
would search for some other available nearby helper node 
in some other cluster to which data can be transmitted. The 
cluster heads enter into sleep mode once they transmit data 
to the helper nodes so that their energies are saved. At a 
given time, all the cluster head nodes send data to the 
helper nodes using multihop routing. Further the helper 

nodes are informed of the shortest path calculated by the 
base station along which the data is transmitted again by 
multihop routing. 
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               Fig 3  :  Flowchart of the proposed algortihm   
            
 
IV  RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION              
 
The simulation scenario consists of 49 sensor nodes 
deployed in the network field of size 1300m*1000 m in the 
wireless sensor network .The packet size is varied from 512 
bytes. All the simulations have been performed using NS2.The 
results have been obtained at the end of seven rounds of the 
network at simulation time = 30 sec.The graphs   show two 
lines one in red color and other in green color .The red line 
shows the results of the proposed protocol and the green line 
shows results of the Assisted LEACH protocol. 
 
                                     TABLE 1 
                      SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
simulator :                      Ns-2.35 
simulation time :            30 sec 
Channel Type:               Wireless 
No of nodes:                    49 
Topology:                       1300m *1000m 
Radio Propagation  model: Two way ground 
Communication Model :   Bi direction          
Transmission Range:    250m 
Interface Queue Type:  Queue/Drop Tail/Pri 
Queue 
Initial energy:                 120 Joules 
Antenna Type:                Omni Antenna 
Link Layer :                     LL 
Traffic Type:                  CBR 
Packet Size:                     512  bytes  
 
  PERFORMANCE METRICS 
 
 The performance analysis of the proposed protocol is done 
by comparing its results with the assisted LEACH Protocol 
which has been considered as the base protocol for the 
development of the proposed scheme by using some of the 
performance metrics such as:  
 

• Average Energy 
• Throughput 
• Packet Delivery Ratio 
• Packet Drop Rate 
 

Average Energy Consumption ( Ea )  
 
The average energy consumption is calculated across the  
entire topology. It measures the average difference 
between the initial level of energy and the final level of 
energy that is left in each node.  
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Let Ei = the initial energy level of a node, Ef = the final 
energy level of a node and N = number of nodes in the 
simulation. Then  

Ea   =  )

1

(n
ik fk

k

E E
N

−

=
∑        (5)      [15] 

 
This metric is an important because the energy level of the 
network uses is proportional to the network’s lifetime. The 
lower the energy consumption the longer is the network’s 
lifespan. Thus the ideal value for average energy consumed 
by the protocol should be as less as possible otherwise if 
the protocol would consume more energy after every round 
then it would become difficult to increase the lifetime of 
the network . The exact formula for calculation of average 
energy is inbuilt in NS2. 

 
Throughput: It is the measure[14] of the number of bits of 
data packets that are transmitted from source to destination in 
given time. It is always less than 1. The formula of measuring 
throughput is  

 
   
  

Number of bytes received
Time in milliseconds         (6)   

 
Generally it is measured in Kb/sec or Bytes/sec. For the 
protocol aiming to enhance the throughput of the network , it is 
must that the packet drop rate, jitters , routing overheads and 
congestion or packet loss should be as less as possible 
otherwise lower value of throughput would decrease the data 
packets delivery from the source to the destination. 

 
Packet Drop Rate:  It is the measure of the number of packets 
dropped midway in the course of transmission from source to 
destination. It should be as less as possible for a protocol. It can 
be computed from the formula:       

 

     
 .     
 .     
No of packets transmitted from source
No of packets received at destination     (7) 

 
The packet drop rate should be as less as possible so that more 
and more data packets could be transmitted from source to the 
destination .For this effective data aggregation and routing 
techniques should be used. 
 
Packet Delivery Ratio: It is the measure of the number of data 
packets correctly delivered from source to destination. It can be 
computed from the formula:-                                        

                      
 

    
Received packets

Received packets Lost Packets+   (8)                                           
 
This metric indicates both the loss ratio and the effort  
required to receive data of the routing protocol. If both the 
data are equal then the ratio should be equal to 1 which is 

called as ideal ratio. If the ratio falls below the ideal ratio, 
then it could be an indication of some faults in the 
protocol. Conversely, if the ratio is higher than the ideal 
ratio, then it  is an indication that the sink receives a more 
than number data packet which is called as redundant 
packets. It is not advantageous because receiving repeated 
packets will consume more energy.  

 

 
 
  Fig 4 : Graph showing  comparison of    two protocols based on Average Energy 
 

The evaluation of both the protocols on the basis of average 
energy at the end of 35 seconds shows that the average 
difference between the initial and the final energy of all the 
nodes in the network is(100-70) = 30 Joules for the Assisted 
LEACH whereas it is about (120-93) =27 Joules  for the 
proposed protocol. This means the proposed protocol 
consumes less energy which improves the network lifetime 
than the Assisted Leach Protocol. 
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        Fig 5 : Graph showing comparison of two protocols based on Throughput. 
 
If throughput is more it means that the routing overheads, 
packet drop and other kinds of delays concerned with routing 
the data packets is considerably less in the proposed protocol as 
compared to the Assisted LEACH .At the end of 30 seconds, 
the throughput of proposed protocol is 25 Kb/sec and that of 
the Assisted LEACH in 10 Kb/sec. 
 

 
 

Fig 6 : Graph showing comparison of two protocols based on Packet Drop. 
 

        The graph clearly shows that after 35 seconds the packet drop rate 

of the proposed protocol is almost 0 for the first few rounds and it 
would still be less after many such rounds as compared to the 
Assisted LEACH protocol due to variation in the techniques of 
working of both protocols.  

 

 
             
                     Fig7: Graph showing comparison of two protocols based on PDR 
The graph clearly shows that after 35 seconds the Packet 
Delivery Ratio of the proposed protocol is almost 1 for the first 
few rounds and it would still be better after many such rounds 
as compared to the Assisted LEACH protocol whose value is 
0.800 due to variation in the techniques of working of both 
protocols as concept of quick switching over to whichever 
helper node available improves the Packet delivery ratio for the 
proposed protocol. 

 
                               TABLE 2  
                          SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
 
Name of Parameter Assisted LEACH Proposed Scheme 

Average Energy 30 Joules 27 Joules 
Throughput 10 Kb/s      25 Kb/s 
Packet Drop Rate 3 0 
Packet Delivery Ratio 0.800 1.000 

 
V. CONCLUSION 
 
The above results clearly prove that the by calculating the  
residual energy of all nodes present in various clusters and by 
routing the data to the nearest helper node by the cluster heads 
in every cluster till the data packets reach the base station using 
the multihop routing considerably extends the network lifetime 
of the wireless sensor network as compared to other multihop 
as well as single hop routing protocols. The simulation results 
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show that improvement is achieved not only in average 
residual energy but also in packet drop rate, packet delivery 
ratio and throughput. The proposed scheme enhances the 
network lifetime on the basis of average energy parameter than 
the assisted LEACH Protocol by 11%,Throughput by 15 units 
and PDR by 2 units  hence the objective is achieved. 
 
VI. FUTURE SCOPE  
 
More efficient protocols need to be developed so that the 
problem of extension of  network  lifetime  could be resolved  
effectively for them. Thus working on such similar concepts 
many such effective protocols as well as algorithms could be 
developed in future especially taking into consideration the 
heterogeneous environment. Apart from it the proposed 
scheme could be run on other traffic class like HTTP,VBR , 
VOIP etc and the results can be evaluated on other 
performance metrics. The bandwidth can be increased as well 
as other issues like reducing packet drop rate, reducing other 
routing overheads would also show improvement in results. 
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